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THE STATUS QUO:
Content owners, broadcasters, and operators worldwide typically feature a sizable and rich VoD
library and a limited number of live/linear channels. This unbalanced ratio between VoD and
linear TV offering is historically shaped by two factors:
1.

The cost associated with linear TV production, a big part of which is the broadcast medium
(spectrum, satellite, cable, etc.).

2.

The abundance of VoD content across a wide range of genres, languages, and hronologies.

On the other hand, comparing the revenue streams associated with VoD and linear TV offerings,
it becomes apparent that linear TV (subscription or ad supported) delivers substantially higher
returns than VoD (pay-per-view or subscription based).

OBSERVATIONS:
›

Through-out the globe, numerous broadcasters, content owners and aggregators have
access to very valuable and unique content. So far, their main monetization methodology
has been the Video-on-Demand packaging/offering through various local or global media
outlets.

›

Theme-based channels (such as Food Network, History Channel, etc) are attracting
substantial attention, audience market share and advertisement revenue. Nonetheless,
those channels are generally based on playout schedules with minimal (if any) live
content. The power of those theme-based channels is further underscored by the recent
move of YouTube, Hulu and Netflix towards playlist-based operations.

›

Over-the-Top (OTT) video delivery has opened up access to a vast audience at minimum
CAPEX, as it leverages the public Internet access to reach the consumer, effectively
bypassing the most expensive aspect of a broadcast workflow: the acquisition of spectrum,
satellite or cable access. Further, OTT delivery opens up access to a wider range of
screens and essentially liberates the operator from the narrow confinement of the living
room locale and the primetime window.
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THE CHALLENGE:
How operators can take advantage of the higher returns linear TV delivers without the inherited
production costs?
How operators can further monetize their extensive (and often unique) VoD content without
cannibalizing their pay-per-view or subscription-based audience?

THE (PROVEN) SOLUTION:
By leveraging the foot-print of their VoD library, operators can produce theme-based linear TV
channels and make them available as OTT services across multiple screens. For example:

›

A football theme channel with highlight reels and complimentary footage, generating buzz
for the upcoming matches.

›

A series specific channel that recycles episodes from last year’s series, revitalizing
interest and engaging new audience.

›

An ethnic oriented channel that utilizes unique and/or historical content from a national or
regional VoD library, strengthening ties across nations or bridging language barriers.

›

A music genre channel that promotes the top 100 most popular music clips of the month,
encouraging audience engagement and multiscreen interactivity.

THIS WAY, OPERATORS:

›
›

Dramatically expand their linear TV line-up and expand their subscribers pool.
Reach across multiple screens and diverse geographies with minimal capital expenditure
using OTT delivery.

›

Generate significantly higher advertisement interest because of the self-segmented
audience they attract on each theme-based channel.

Operators throughout the world begin to take advantage of this concept and seek ways to
effectively deploy and update theme-based channels. Most recently, Vevo launched VevoTV,
a linear based offering that utilizes Vevo’s vast library of music clips in a “lean-back” form factor.
Vevo TV essentially provides an alternative/parallel monetization path through the 24x7 linear
programming on every consumer screen.
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Discovery Channel, Food Network and National Geographic are some of the most sound cases of
the monetization potential the playlist-based/“lean-back” programming delivers. This combined
with VevoTV’s use of OTT delivery medium, unified multi-screen reach and personalized
ad-insertion, guarantee a win-win relationship across the entire delivery chain from the content
owner to the operator and the consumer/viewer

THE DEPLOYMENT:
In order for this initiative to succeed, the following parameters need to be satisfied:

›
›

Cost-effective deployment and maintenance of theme channels.

›
›

Minimal reliance on multiple components (compact and robust implementation).

Automated and reliable content refresh.
Ability to secure, deliver and monetize the content across multiple screens, devices and
networks.

IN PRACTICE:
From the technical perspective the factors of success as listed above are materialized as follows:
Media Excel HERO encoder/transcoder, natively delivers support for:

›

Clipcasting: Allowing for dynamic playlists to be ingested as linear feeds. Integrating
directly with CMSs for seamless content acquisition and refresh.

›
›

Multiscreen encoding: Producing adaptive variants for every screen, network and device.
Content encryption: Satisfying diverse content delivery restrictions across multiple
workflows and DRM vendors.

›

Ad signaling/insertion: Enabling dynamic insertion of SCTE-35 markers across diverse
adaptive delivery workflows and ad services such as Adobe Primetime.
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VIDMIND CLOUD OTT PLATFORM,
NATIVELY PROVIDES:
›

Asset management: Manage VoD assets metadata and media with version control and
publish workflows

›

Playlist management: Dynamically or statically produces playlists based on VoD assets
and integrates natively with HERO encoder/transcoder.

›

Content encryption: Integrates intrinsically with various DRM vendors (Verimatrix, Adobe &
Google Widevine) and orchestrates diverse content security restrictions.

›

Multiscreen delivery: Enables content delivery and playback across diverse screens,
networks and devices.

›

Monitization: Supports for various monetization models for the content subscription,
transaction and advertisement
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FOR A LIVE DEMONSTRATION PLEASE VISIT:

Stand #14.150

Stand #14.124

About Media E xcel
Media Excel defines the adaptive bitrate, multi-device transcoding standard for multiscreen video
delivery. The company’s hybrid approach of using software and hardware transcoding solutions
powers more than 18 million live multiscreen viewers daily in the US alone. Across the headend,
Cloud, or edge video distribution, the company’s solutions are used in a variety of markets
including broadcast, government, telecom, MSO, and CDN.
Founded in early 2000, the company continuously innovates services and offerings for large-scale
mobile carrier customers such as AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, and Verizon, to high-profile eventdriven organizations such as Telstra Australia, NFL, NBA, and the Olympic Games. Media Excel is
headquartered in Austin, Texas with offices in Seoul and Silicon Valley.
For more information about Media Excel, please visit www.mediaexcel.com

About VidMind
Vidmind’s platform lets service providers, from Telcos through broadcasters and retailers, launch
a fully featured next generation TV service, available on TVs, tablets, smartphones and more.
Vidmind is scalable and cloud-based, letting you launch a greenfield service in under 90 days.
Vidmind requires hardly any upfront investment in technology – you only pay as you grow. Our
integration and customization are lean, quick and risk-free.
Vidmind was built from the ground up to power OTT; its backend makes content ingestion and
management simple and effective. Designed with the user experience in mind, it will delight your
subscribers with social, personalized and rich video services.
Vidmind was founded by video streaming and TV app veterans and is privately held.
For more information visit www.vidmind.com

